
Jeopardy

My Russia



The first round
1. Moscow and St. Petersburg



There you can see the famous 
Tsar-Bell and Tsar-Cannon



Who created the monument to 
Peter the First which is called 

“The Copper Horse Rider?



This city has 111 
bridges





This poet first called St. 
Petersburg Petrograd



A.S. Pushkin



Which Slavonic tribe lived 
on the territory of present–day 

Moscow?



2. Geography of Russia



This city is the most western city 
in Russia





In this city the weather is the 
coldest in Russia in winter





This is the biggest sea that 
washes the coast of Russia





Suzdal, Yaroslavl, Zagorsk, 
Rostov, Pereyaslavl-Zalessky, 

Vladimir, Kostroma 
are beautiful Russian towns.

 Give another popular name for 
them. 





This part of Russia is named 
after a German emperor



Zemlya Frantsa- Iosipha



3. Lakes and rivers of Russia



The deepest lake is situated
 in Russia



This Russian river has the 
longest bridge over it



This river flows from 
out of lake Baikal



Which is the largest lake in 
European part of Russia? 



Lake Ladoga                  



About which river can we hear 
these words: «Ломая лёд, 
шумит, поёт на голоса?»



4. Wildlife of Russia



People call this tree the symbol 
of Russia



The birch



How is a bear called in Russian 
tails? 



This animal is one of the most 
dangerous in taiga. It is in the 

“Red Book” 





Raisa Kudasheva and Leonid 
Beckman composed a song 

about this famous tree



A fir-tree “This fir-tree was born in 
the forest”



A branch of this tree decorates 
our Russian coins



A branch of an oak-tree



5. Bryansk Region



This river is the longest in 
Bryansk region



On what countries does Bryansk 
region border? 



Ukraine, Belorussia



On what plain is Bryansk region 
situated?



East-European plain



Orekhovoe, Bechino, Svetloe, 
Krugloe are… 



Lakes on the territory of the 
region







When was the reservation 
“Bryansk Forest”  founded?



The reservation “Bryansk Forest” 
was founded in 1987



The second round
1.Russian Mountains



These mountains separate 
Europe from Asia



The Urals



How are the mountains in 
Primorye called?



Sopki



In this city we can visit 
Vorob’yovy gory and see this 

building there



Moscow University



The volcano Africa is situated 
here



In Kamchatka



The Russian mountains are 
situated in this part of the world



Antarctica



2. Peter the Great



Peter the Great won
 this battle in 1709



The battle of Poltava



Peter the Great learnt to built 
ships in these countries







What was the surname of the 
Russian tsar, Peter the Great?



What was his mother’s name? 



What were the names of the 
guards’ military forces formed by 
Peter the Great? 



3. Great battles and their heroes



A monument to these people 
is in Red Square in Moscow





This battle took place in 1380



The battle of Kulikovo 



Where was the first important 
victory of the Soviet army
 in 1941? 



Near Moscow



The Russian writer Leo Tolstoy 
took part in this war 



The war of Sevastopol





This Russian Prince won two 
very important victories over 
German invaders in the 13th 
century







4. Great Russian Poets and 
Writers



Who wrote these words: 
«Скажи-ка, дядя, ведь 
недаром, Москва спалённая 
пожаром, французу 
отдана?» 



M. Yu. Lermontov



Who is the author of the poem 
«Клён ты мой опавший?»



S. Yesenin



He was is first Russian writer 
who visited Sakhalin and wrote 
about it



A. P. Chekhov



Which poet wrote a poem about 
Russian women?



N. Nekrasov



Which Russian poet said: “I like 
the thunderstorm in the beginning 

of May?”



Fyodor Tyutchev



5. Cinema



The capital of filmed 
entertainment of the USA





Who directed the film 
“A Brilliant Arm?”



Leonid Gayday



Who founded the first film studios 
in Russia? 



A. Khanzhonkov



The famous children’s
 film director



He is a Russian film director, 
screen writer and playwright. His 
films are “The Night of Carnival”, 

“Irony of Fate” and others



E. Ryazanov



The third round
1. Great Russian Seamen and 
Travelers and Their Discoveries



These Russian Seamen made 
the first voyage round the world 

at the beginning of the 19th 
century



I. Kruzenshtern, Y. Lisyansky



He was the first to visit Africa



The sea and the straight were 
named in honour 
of this Russian seaman



Vitus Bering



These Russian seamen 
discovered Antarctica



Bellingshausen, Lasarev



A railway station and a big city 
have the name of this traveler



Yerofei Pavlovich Khabarov



2. Russian Emblems and 
Symbols



Who introduced the 
three-coloured flag of Russia?



Peter the Great



What is on the Russian 
coat- of -arms ?



When did the three-coloured flag 
become the state flag of Russia 
again? 



What can you see 
on the coat-of-arms of 
Trubchevsk?



They wrote the words and 
the music of the current 

Russian anthem



3. Russian Literature and 
Folklore



This famous hero couldn’t save 
his own life by singing his song



This work is devoted to the 
events that happened to one of 
the Russian princes in 1185



A Word about Igor’s Regiment



This Pushkin’s tale finishes with 
the words: «Сказка – ложь, да в 
ней намёк, добрым молодцам 
урок…»



The Tale about a Golden Cock



This scientist wrote a poem, 
which is called “Glass is Useful”



M. V. Lomonosov



The British people call this toy
 “A Russian Doll” 



Matryoshka



4. Catherine the Great



This city has the name of this 
great woman



When did Catherine the Second 
sell Alaska?



What was the real name of 
Catherine the Second? 



Sophia Augusta Frederica



The inhabitants of this town 
presented Catherine the Second 
with a pryanik, 
which was 3 meter long



This master craftsman presented 
Catherine the Second with a 
wonderful watch. This watch was 
no larger than an egg



I. Kulibin



“A Pig and a Poke” 
Theatre
How many horses are there in 
the sculpture on the roof of the 
Bolshoi Theatre?





Only one Letter 
It was introduced by Karamzin in 
1797 



The Russian letter        Ё



Stars
This famous 20th century Russian 
singer was Maxim Gorky’s friend



Painting
Everybody knows Sava 
Mamontov’s daughter by this 
name



FINAL 

Russian Princes

This grandson of the last Saxon 
king of England, Harold Godwin 
is well known in Russia





Thank you! Good bye!


